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World Championship Book 2015 (Chennai) 
 
I have a small supply of the 2015 World Champion-
ship book for sale at the tournament.  The price is 
HK$200. You can have a 10% discount off that 
price (HK$180) if at the time you buy it you also 
give me a good hand from one of 
your matches for the Daily Bulle-
tin.  I can be found in the Champi-
onship Office in Basement 2. 

 
Brian Senior 
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Today’s Programme  

Time 時間 Event 項目 

10:00 - 12:15 Open SF1/Ladies F1/Youth F1 

公開組／女子組／青年組決賽圈 

11:30 - 18:30 Feishang Swiss Team 

飛尚瑞士式隊制錦標賽 

(Walk-in registration closes at 11:00) 

13:15 - 15:30 Open SF2/Ladies F2/Youth F2 

公開組／女子組／青年組決賽圈 

15:45 - 18:00 Open SF3/Ladies F3/Youth F3 

公開組／女子組／青年組決賽圈 

19:30 - 23:30 Geely Automobile Open Pairs Qualifying 

吉利汽車公開雙人賽初賽 

(Walk-in registration closes at 19:00) 

Equipment and Souvenir Items for Sale 

Item Purchase Date Quantity Selling price per unit 

Samsung AMD Before 2013 1 HK$700 

Samsung i7 Before 2013 1 HK$1,200 

Computer Locks 2014 9 HK$20 

Bidding Box (Sets of 4) with slightly used inserts - 195 HK$80 

Boards (Sets of 32) with/without slightly used cards - - HK$400 

New playing cards (per deck) - 7920 HK$5 

Inter-City T-shirt - - HK$60 

Please order at the Championship Office (Forum II, B2)  
and collect on or before the afternoon of 31 July 2016 
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Scheduled Matches 
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Open Qualifying Round 9 – Vincent Li v Kor-

tai 

 

With three rounds to go in the Open qualifying, 

Vincent Li (Hong Kong) was in a three-way battle 

for two places in the knockouts, while Kortai 

(Korea/Taipei) lay fourth and would need a huge 

finish to sneak into the top two. 

 

Board 1. Dealer North. None Vul. 

 

   [ K 10 9 6 5 

   ] K 10 4 

   { 10 9 

   } 7 6 2 

 

[ J 4      [ A Q 8 2 

] 9 6      ] Q J 8 2 

{ K Q 6 5     { A 8 7 4 3 

} Q J 10 9 4    } – 

 

   [ 7 3 

   ] A 7 5 3 

   { J 2 

   } A K 8 5 3 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

     

Both Easts opened 1{ and both Souths overcalled 

2}. For Kortai, Hyunghae Sung now competed with 

2{ on the West cards. When Vincent Li supported 

his partner's clubs Sung might have had a moment's 

thought of collecting a penalty but, of course, Pat-

rick Huang was void in clubs so was never going to 

pass 3}. He bid 3] as a game try but Sung's outside 

values were in clubs so of little or no value in a dia-

mond contract and the 4{ sign-off ended the auc-

tion. 

 

There was little to the play when trumps split evenly 

and the spade was onside so Sung made an over-

trick for +150 without breathing very hard. 

 

For Vincent Li, K.F. Mak passed over the 2} over-

call, and passed again when W.K. Lai reopened with 

a double. Mak led the king of diamonds and 

switched to the }Q, seeing that declarer would 

want to make small trumps by ruffing. Man Suk 

Hwang won the ace of clubs and conceded a dia-

mond. Mak won the queen and played the jack of 

clubs, ducked, then the ten, again ducked. Now Mak 

switched back to diamonds, Hwang ruffing and lead-

ing a spade to dummy's ten. Lai won the queen and 

played his last diamond, declarer pitching a heart 

from both hands, and now had to open up hearts, 

which he did by leading the queen. Hwang won 

dummy's king and returned the ten to the jack and 

ace and had just the king of clubs to come; down 

three for –500 and 8 IMPs to Vincent Li. 

 

Board 2. Dealer East. N/S Vul. 

 

   [ 8 7 5 

   ] A Q 10 9 

   { K 7 2 

   } K J 10 

 

[ K J 10 4 3    [ A Q 2 

] 7 6 5 3     ] K 8 2 

{ 10      { Q J 6 3 

} Q 7 4     } 8 6 5 

 

   [ 9 6 

   ] J 4 

   { A 9 8 5 4 

   } A 9 3 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

West North East South 

Sung Li Huang Tsang 

– Pass 1{ 2} 

2{ 3} 3] Pass 

4{ All Pass   

West North East South 

Mak  Cho Lai Hwang 

– Pass 1{ 2} 

Pass Pass Dble All Pass 
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Vincent Li passed the North hand at his first turn 

but made a balancing double when the bidding came 

back to him and Tsang left it in. Sung now ran to 2] 

and Huang gave preference back to spades when 

that got doubled. 

 

Li led the seven of spades to dummy's ace and Sung 

led a diamond towards his ten, Tsang going in with 

the ace and returning a low club. Li won the ten and 

continued with the king then jack of clubs to the ace 

and now Tsang went back to trumps. When Li now 

won the ace of hearts he could play a third trump 

so there was no ruff in the dummy and the contract 

was down one for –50. 

 

Lai opened 1NT and Mak used Stayman. What Eun-

joo Cho intended by the double of 2} is unclear 

but it appears to have been taken as showing clubs, 

as Hwang competed with 3} over Mak's 2[. 

 

Mak led the singleton diamond. Hwang won 

dummy's king and played on trumps but the 1NT 

opening suggested that East was more likely to hold 

the queen and king then run the jack duly lost to 

that card. Mak returned a heart so declarer played 

low, losing to the king, and Lai cashed the [A then 

played the queen of diamonds, which was covered 

by the ace and ruffed. Mak played king and another 

spade, ruffed by Hwang, who drew the last trump 

and had three heart winners in dummy; down two 

for –200 and 6 IMPs to Vincent Li. 

 

Board 3. Dealer South. E/W Vul. 

 

   [ Q 6 4 

   ] 8 7 4 

   { A Q 6 2 

   } K 7 4 

 

[ 10 7      [ A K J 8 3 

] Q 9 3     ] J 6 

{ K J 9 3     { 7 5 4 

} Q 8 3 2     } 10 9 5 

 

   [ 9 5 2 

   ] A K 10 5 2 

   { 10 8 

   } A J 6 

 

 

Identical forcing no trump auctions saw the two 

Souths declare 3]. Both Wests led the ten of 

spades and both Easts overtook then played three 

more rounds of spades in hope of promoting an ex-

tra trump trick for partner. In practice, declarer 

pitched a diamond from hand and a club from 

dummy as West ruffed with his trump trick. That 

was that – declarer won the diamond return with 

the ace, played the top trumps and ruffed a club in 

dummy; flat at +140. 

 

The chosen defence would have succeeded had 

West held, say, ]K10x instead of his actual ]Q9x, 

and in that case declarer would have been more 

likely to hold the }Q instead of the jack for his 

opening bid. On the actual layout, however, a switch 

to the ten of clubs would have been more effective. 

The defenders still need to be careful, as West can 

be squeezed in the minors if they are not.  

West North East South 

Sung Li Huang Tsang 

– – 1{ Pass 

1[ Pass 1NT Pass 

Pass Dble  Pass Pass 

2] Dble  2[ All Pass 

West North East South 

Mak Cho Lai Hwang 

– – 1NT Pass 

2} Dble  Pass Pass 

2[ Pass Pass 3} 

All Pass    

West North East South 

Sung Li Huang Tsang 

Mak Cho Lai Hwang 

– – – 1] 

Pass 1NT Pass 2} 

Pass 3] All Pass  
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Could your partnership signal effectively to get this 

hand right? It doesn't look easy because West isn't 

sure that he can afford a club switch if East has only 

the ten and not also the nine. 

 

Board 8. Dealer West. None Vul. 

 

   [ 8 

   ] A 10 8 

   { A J 9 8 7 4 2 

   } A Q 

   

[ A K 6 2     [ J 10 4 

] K 9 4     ] 7 5 3 2 

{ K 10 3     { – 

} J 5 2      } K 10 9 7 4 3 

 

   [ Q 9 7 5 3 

   ] Q J 6 

   { Q 6 5 

   } 8 6 

 

Lai bid his powerful heart suit and never mentioned 

the clubs – presumably 1} promised only two 

cards. Hwang raised to 2{ and Mak made a support 

double to show three hearts. Now Cho bid a quiet 

3{ and bought the contract. The opening lead was 

the nine of clubs round to the ace-queen. Cho won 

and played ace then jack of diamonds, ducked, so 

had to lose one diamond, one heart and one club; 

+130. 

 

Huang ignored his four weak hearts and made a pre-

emptive club raise. When Tsang was willing to sup-

port diamonds at the three level, Li firstly took a 

stab at 3NT then, when Huang saved in 4}, took 

the push to 4NT. Had dummy provided the ]K in-

stead of the ]Q, that would have been just fine. As 

it was, however, Huang was pretty sure that de-

clarer was well prepared for a club lead so instead 

led the jack of spades. That was covered by queen 

and king and Sung duly switched to the two of clubs 

to the queen and king. Huang returned a low club to 

jack and ace and Li took his only shot, laying down 

the ace of diamonds in hope of finding a bare king. 

No such luck. Huang knew that five down would be 

an excellent result for his side so, just to make ab-

solutely certain that there could be no mix-up, dis-

carded the ten of clubs to tell partner he could cash 

out. When Sung won the next diamond, three clubs 

and two spades held declarer to five tricks for down 

five and –250. That was worth 9 IMPs to Kortai. 

 

Board 11. Dealer South. None Vul. 

 

   [ A K Q 10 9 

   ] Q 5 4 

   { 9 6 

   } Q J 6 

 

[ 7      [ J 8 6 4 

] J 10 9 6 2     ] K 3 

{ J 10 7 4     { K Q 8 3 

} A 9 3     } K 7 5 

 

   [ 5 3 2 

   ] A 8 7 

   { A 5 2 

   } 10 8 4 2 

 

West North East South 

Sung Li Huang Tsang 

1}  1{ 3} 3{ 

Pass 3NT 4} Pass 

Pass 4NT All Pass  

West North East South 

Mak Cho Lai Hwang 

1} 1{ 1] 2{ 

Dble 3{ All Pass  
West North East South 

Sung Li Huang Tsang 

– – – Pass 

Pass 1[ Pass 2[ 

All Pass    

West North East South 

Mak Cho Lai Hwang 

– – – Pass 

2{ 2[ Pass 3[ 

All Pass    
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Li/Tsang had a painless uncontested auction to 2[. 

Huang led the king of diamonds, won by Li who led 

a spade to the queen then cashed the ace, discover-

ing that there was still a little work to do. He played 

the }J next and Huang let this run to his partner's 

ace. Sung returned the jack then ten of diamonds so 

Li ruffed and played the queen of clubs. Huang won 

and exited with his last club and Li called for the ten 

and, when that dropped the nine, played the }8 and 

pitched a heart loser from hand. Huang ruffed and 

exited with his last spade so made the ]K at the 

end; eight tricks for +110. 

 

At the other table, Mak ignored all the rules about 

second-seat pre-empts supposedly being sound and 

opened with a multi 2{. When Cho overcalled 2[, 

perhaps Hwang should have passed despite the two 

aces – game needs quite a lot and I would expect 

the raise to lead to 3/4[-1 more often than to  

4[ making – but one can understand the raise.  

 

Three Spades did indeed prove to be one too high, 

despite the lead of the king of hearts, which at least 

sorted that suit out. Hwang won the ace and cashed 

the three top spades then played the queen of clubs, 

which was won by Mak's ace. He returned the jack 

of diamonds and dummy's ace was knocked out and 

now it was just a matter of ducking the next club to 

cut declarer off from the thirteenth club in the 

dummy. Hwang had to lose a trick in each suit to go 

with the earlier club so was one down for –50 and 4 

IMPs to Vincent Li.  

 

Vincent Li won the match by 26-10 IMPs, 14.70-5.30 

VPs, and were still very much alive in the qualifying 

competition. 

 

 

 

 

 

Open Qualifying Round 10 – Geely Auto v 

West Java Open 

 

With just two rounds to go in the Open qualifying 

stage China's Geely Auto and Indonesia's West Java 

Open were both under pressure, lying third and 

fourth in the standings with only the top two to 

progress to the knockout stages. Any significant loss 

in this match rated to knock either team out of con-

tention, while even a good win merely meant that 

they would go into the last qualifying match still in 

contention. 

The match proved to be a very low-scoring affair 

but there was still a fair amount of action. 

 

Board 21. Dealer North. N/S Vul. 

 

   [ Q 7 6 5 2 

   ] 3 

   { 9 

   } A Q 10 6 5 2 

 

[ A 9 4     [ K 8 3 

] A J 9 6 5     ] Q 4 

{ A K 3     { Q 7 4 2 

} 9 7      } K J 4 3 

 

   [ J 10 

   ] K 10 8 7 2 

   { J 10 8 6 5 

   } 8 

For Geely Auto, Jian Feng Peng opened with a 

strong club and, when Erwin Lienanda overcalled 

West North East South 

Sugandi Sun Nurhalim Kang 

– Pass 1NT Pass 

2{ 2] Pass 2[ 

3NT All Pass   

West North East South 

Peng Lienanda Zhou Panekerego 

– Pass Pass Pass 

1} 2} Pass Pass 

Dble All Pass   
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2}, Qing Hong Zhou took one look at the vulner-

ability and decided to try for a penalty. He therefore 

passed and passed again when Peng's reopening 

double came around. 

 

Zhou led the queen of hearts, ducked, and contin-

ued with his remaining heart to the ten, jack and 

ruff. Lienanda played a spade to the ten and ace and 

Peng returned a trump, the nine being covered by 

queen and king. Zhou cashed the king of spades 

then switched to a diamond. Peng won that and 

played the ace of hearts, Lienanda ruffing with the 

five and Zhou discarding his remaining spade. 

Lienanda cashed the ace of clubs then played win-

ning spades and Zhou could ruff and cash the jack of 

clubs for down two and –500. 

 

In the other room, West Java's M. Apin Nurhalim 

could open a weak no trump with the East hand and 

Paulus Sugandi transferred to hearts. That offered 

Shaolin Sun an easy entry into the auction with a 2] 

Michaels bid, showing spades and a minor. When 

Meng Kang converted to 2[, no doubt with no 

great enthusiasm, Sugandi jumped to 3NT, which 

proved to be a comfortable make for +400 but 3 

IMPs to Geely Auto. 

 

Given the vulnerability, would it have hurt West to 

double 2[ – he could always bid 3NT at his next 

turn if East did not want to defend? Two Spades 

doubled is a minimum of three down after the obvi-

ous trump lead and that could rise to down four if 

declarer slips up. 

 

Board 22. Dealer East. N/S Vul. 

 

   [ K J 8 7 5 4 3 

   ] A 9 3 

   { 6 

   } J 4 

 

[ A 10      [ Q 9 

] Q J 7 6 4     ] K 10 5 2 

{ 10 5 2     { 3 

} 7 5 3     } A K 10 9 8 6 

     

   [ 6 2 

   ] 8 

   { A K Q J 9 8 7 4 

   } Q 2 

       

Both Easts opened 2}, Precision style, but the re-

spective Souths took very different approaches to 

their solid eight-card suits.  

 

For West Java, Very Panekerego cuebid 3}, asking 

for a stopper. Lienanda didn't have the requested 

club stopper but did have a long suit of his own and 

he bid then rebid it. Panekerego saw that his hand 

was useless except with diamonds as trumps so 

went on to 5{. The defence cashed two clubs and 

Zhou then switched to the king of hearts to 

dummy's ace. Penekerego won that, cashed a few 

diamonds then led a spade up and Peng grabbed his 

ace so there was no guess (declarer rated to get it 

right anyway); down one for –50. 

 

Kang, by contrast, gave up on the possibility of 3NT 

as he needed not just a club stopper but also stop-

pers in both the other side suits. He jumped to  

4{ and was allowed to play there. Again the defence 

cashed its club winners but then Nurhalim switched 

to his trump. Kang drew trumps then played a heart 

to the ace and a second heart, ruffing East's king. He 

was just trying to get an idea about the missing high 

cards, of course, and after a couple more rounds of 

trumps led a spade up and, when Sugandi played 

low, put up the king and had ten tricks for his con-

tract; +130 and 5 IMPs to Geely Auto. 

 

 

 

 

West North East South 

Sugandi Sun Nurhalim Kang 

– – 2} 4{ 

All Pass    

West North East South 

Peng  Lienanda Zhou Panekerego 

– – 2} 3} 

Pass 3[ Pass 4{ 

Pass 4[ Pass 5{ 

All Pass    
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Board 25. Dealer North. E/W Vul. 

 

   [ K Q 10 9 4 3 

   ] Q 7 2 

   { 9 7 3 

   } 2 

 

[ J 8 6      [ 5 2 

] 10 9 6     ] K J 5 4 3 

{ K 8 5 4     { A Q 10 

} Q 10 8     } 9 7 5 

 

   [ A 7 

   ] A 8 

   { J 6 2 

   } A K J 6 4 3 

 

Both Norths opened with a natural weak two bid 

and both soon found themselves in game. 

 

Zhou led a low heart. Lienanda rose with dummy's 

ace to take a diamond pitch on the king of clubs, 

then played a heart to the queen and king. The de-

fence played three rounds of diamonds now so he 

ruffed, ruffed the third heart and cashed to ace of 

spades. Finally, a club ruff passed off peacefully and 

he was back in hand to draw the remaining trumps; 

10 tricks for +420. 

 

Given that this line required both black suits to be-

have, it would not have been ridiculous to run the 

heart lead round to the queen as, while that would 

go down if the king was wrong, it would make things 

much easier when the king was right. Anyway, the 

chosen line was just fine and, more importantly, suc-

cessful. 

 

Nurhalim led the five of clubs, third and fifth. Sun 

could see that he was going to need a lot of good 

fortune if clubs were five-one so played on the as-

sumption that they were three-three. He won the 

ace, played two rounds of trumps ending in dummy, 

then took his diamond discard on the king of clubs 

and followed up with a club ruff. He could draw 

trumps, cross to the ace of hearts and cash three 

more club winners, making 12 in all for +480 and 2 

IMPs to Geely Auto. 

 

Board 26. Dealer East. All Vul. 

 

   [ A Q 9 8 

   ] 9 

   { 10 8 7 3 

   } Q 6 5 3 

 

[ K 7      [ 10 4 

] J 8 3      ] A K 6 4 2 

{ 5      { Q 9 6 4 2 

} A J 10 9 7 4 2    } K 

 

   [ J 6 5 3 2 

   ] Q 10 7 5 

   { A K J 

   } 8 

 

West North East South 

Sugandi Sun Nurhalim Kang 

– 2[ Pass 4[ 

All Pass    

West North East South 

Peng  Lienanda Zhou Panekerego 

– 2[ Pass 2NT 

Pass 3} Pass 4[ 

All Pass    

West North East South 

Sugandi Sun Nurhalim Kang 

– – 1] 1[ 

2} 3] 4{ Pass 

4] Pass Pass Dble 

All Pass    

West North East  South 

Peng Lienanda Zhou Panekerego 

– – 1] 1[ 

2[ 3] 4{ Pass 

4] 4[ Pass Pass 

Dble All Pass   
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There were different approaches to the West hand 

with Sugandi showing his seven-card club suit and 

only giving heart preference at the four level, while 

Peng ignored the clubs and showed a constructive 

heart raise. Both Norths cuebid 3] to show a con-

structive spade raise. When Lienanda saw a 4[ bid 

on his right he went on to 4[, not sure whether he 

was bidding to make or as a save, and Peng doubled 

on the way out. Sun passed in Lienanda's position 

and saw his partner double 4]. 

 

Four Spades doubled proved to be quite straightfor-

ward after the singleton diamond lead. Panekerego 

won the jack and led the jack of spades and ran it, 

continuing with a second spade to the king and ace 

then leading dummy's heart up. He could ruff two 

hearts in the dummy so had ten tricks for +790. 

 

Four Hearts doubled was less straightforward. Kang 

cashed a top diamond then switched to a spade for 

the king and ace. Sun cashed the [Q then led his 

trump, ducked to the queen, and Kang continued 

with a second trump to dummy's eight. Nurhalim 

played a club to the king, ruffed a diamond and at-

tempted to cash the }A. That was ruffed and he 

was forced with a heart. He cashed the ace of 

hearts to draw the missing trump then led a low 

diamond to drop the now bare king, establishing his 

queen in the process. That was down three for –

800 and a flat board, leaving two disappointed N/S 

pairs when it came time to score up. 

 

Board 27. Dealer South. None Vul. 

 

   [ – 

   ] A Q 8 7 6 5 

   { 6 5 

   } Q 10 6 5 4 

 

[ K J 10 9 8 7 4 3   [ A Q 6 2 

] 10 2      ] J 9 3 

{ Q      { A 8 4 2 

} 3 2      } K 9 

 

   [ 5 

   ] K 4 

   { K J 10 9 7 3 

   } A J 8 7 

 

 

 

     

Sugandi overcalled a slightly cautious 3[ so Sun 

could show his hearts comfortably and, when Nur-

halim's spade raise came round to him, could intro-

duce his second suit, equally without feeling too 

much pressure. He was left to play in 5}, against 

which Nurhalim led the ace of spades. Sun ruffed 

and led the queen of clubs and, when that held, a 

second club to the king and ace. With hearts coming 

in he was on the diamond guess for an overtrick and 

duly got that right by leading to the king so had 12 

tricks for +420. 

 

Peng overcalled 4[ and that put substantially more 

pressure on Lienanda, who did what he had to do 

and bid 5]. When Zhou bid 5[ over that, 

Panekerego judged his king doubleton to be suffi-

cient heart support so bid 6], and when that came 

back to Zhou he wasn't sure that he could beat it so 

saved in 6[. That was doubled and a heart lead and 

club switch collected the four available defensive 

tricks for down three and –500, giving 2 IMPs to 

West Java Open.  

 

Six Hearts (or indeed 6}) can be beaten, but only 

by an opening diamond ruff, otherwise declarer has 

the chance to guess diamonds for his contract. 

The match ended in a 13-2 IMP, 13.45-6.55 VP win 

for Geely Auto. 

 

 

 

 

West North East South 

Sugandi Sun Nurhalim Kang 

– – – 1{ 

3[ 4] 4[ Pass 

Pass 5} All Pass  

West North East South 

Peng Lienanda Zhou Panekerego 

– – – 1{ 

4[ 5] 5[ 6] 

Pass Pass 6[ Dble 

All Pass    
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Open Qualifying Round 11 – Zen v Vincent Li 

 

The final round of Open qualifying saw an all-Hong 

Kong match between Zen and Vincent Li, the two 

leaders in Group A. The losers would need some 

good fortune to qualify, as the strong Indonesian 

team, Pertamina DKI Blue was close behind in third 

place. 

 

Board 3. Dealer South. E/W Vul. 

 

   [ A K 10 

   ] A K 9 

   { 8 6 5 3 

   } K 5 3 

 

[ Q J 7 5     [ 8 6 

] Q 6 3 2     ] J 10 

{ A K      { Q J 10 7 2 

} 8 7 2     } Q J 10 6 

 

   [ 9 4 3 2 

   ] 8 7 5 4 

   { 9 4 

   } A 9 4 

When partner overcalls 1NT most players would 

pass with the South hand. However, it is surely true 

that if partner has a four-card major it will be easier 

to play in two of that major than in 1NT, hence 

Tony Lau's use of Stayman. Alas, his inconsiderate 

partner failed to deliver the hoped-for major and 

Lau had to struggle in 2] on a four-three fit. 

Peter Chun cashed the top diamonds then switched 

to a low spade. Lau could not know that this was 

from queen-jack and called for dummy's ace, rapidly 

following up with the ace and king of hearts then 

king and ten of spades. The news was not good – 

Chun won the [J, cashed the ]Q, and could now 

also cash the [Q. Chun continued with a club round 

to the ten and ace and, after cashing the winning 

trump, Lau had to concede a club at the end for 

down one and –50. 

 

In the other room, Samuel Wan left his partner to 

declare 1NT, which also looked to be an uphill 

struggle after the lead of the queen of diamonds. 

However, K.F. Mak won the king and ace of dia-

monds, W.K. Lai following with the two, and 

switched to a low spade. Once again, declarer was 

not sufficiently inspired to put in the ten. Karic Chiu 

played the ace and continued with king and ten of 

spades. Mak won and cashed the fourth spade and 

now tried a low heart. Again, Chiu tried to split the 

suit, winning the ace and playing king and another. 

This established dummy's eight as the seventh trick 

and Mak, not wishing to open up clubs fro declarer, 

exited passively with his last heart. Chiu pitched a 

club from hand and Lai was squeezed between his 

club stopper and the {J. That meant an overtrick for 

+120 and 5 IMPs to Zen. 

 

West North East South 

Mak Chiu Lai Wan 

– – – Pass 

1} 1NT All Pass  

West North East South 

Chun Ng Zen Lau 

– – – Pass 

1} 1NT Pass 2} 

Pass 2{ Pass 2] 

All Pass    
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Board 4. Dealer West. All Vul. 

 

   [ K 5 4 

   ] A K Q 6 5 

   { 7 2 

   } A 6 4 

 

[ Q 10 7     [ A J 8 2 

] J 7 4      ] 9 8 

{ 4      { K Q J 9 8 3 

} 10 9 8 7 5 3    } Q 

  

   [ 9 6 3 

   ] 10 3 2 

   { A 10 6 5 

   } K J 2 

 

Chiu opened the North hand with a strong no 

trump and Lai's 3{ overcall shut out Wan, for 

whom double would have been take-out. With no 

entry to dummy, Lai had to give up a spade so came 

to seven tricks, three spades and four diamonds, for 

down two and –200. 

 

Baron Ng opened 1] then made a game try and Lau 

put him in game as what he had looked to be pretty 

good. The contract was not a good one, given that 

Zen had bid to the three level so that bad breaks 

were possible and the [A was surely offside. How-

ever, Zen's bidding had painted a road map for Ng 

and he took full advantage, wining Zen's lead of the 

{K and drawing trumps in three rounds. Zen surely 

had a singleton club for his bidding and Ng needed it 

to be the queen. He led a low club towards dummy 

and it was the queen! Ng won the king of clubs and 

crossed back to the }A. Now he led a diamond to-

wards dummy's ten. Zen won the jack and was 

caught. His only hope was that the king and queen 

of spades were switched around so he led a low 

spade and Ng's king was his tenth trick for an excel-

lent +620 and 9 IMPs to Vincent Li. 

 

Board 6. Dealer East. E/W Vul. 

 

   [ Q 

   ] J 8 6 5 2 

   { 10 7 6 5 

   } 7 4 3 

 

[ A J 10 8 7 4    [ 6 5 2 

] Q 7      ] K 9 3 

{ 9 8 2     { K 4 3 

} 10 8      } A J 6 5 

 

   [ K 9 3 

   ] A 10 4 

   { A Q J 

   } K Q 9 2 

 

Lau opened 1} as South, doubled the cuebid but 

when he got no life out of Ng left his opponents to 

get on with their 2[ contract. 

 

Ng led the three of clubs, ducked to the king. Lau 

switched to the three of spades to the ten and 

queen and back came a second club. Chun won the 

ace, took a second spade finesse and cashed the [A. 

He continued by cashing two more spades, pitching 

West North East South 

Chun Ng Zen Lau 

Pass 1] 2{ 2] 

Pass 3} 3[ 4] 

All Pass    

West North East South 

Mak Chiu Lai Wan 

Pass 1NT 3{ All Pass 

West North East South 

Chun Ng Zen Lau 

- - Pass 1} 

1[ Pass 2} Dble 

2[ All Pass   

West North East South 

Mak Chiu Lai Wan 

- - Pass 2NT 

Pass 3{ Pass 3] 

All Pass    
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a diamond and a club from dummy. That put Lau 

under pressure and he threw the nine of clubs fol-

lowed by the king to keep both red-suit holdings 

intact. Chun played ]Q and, with a club winner in 

dummy, Lau had to duck. Now, however, a second 

heart to his ten left him with no escape, Lau played 

the ace of hearts next but Chun simply discarded a 

diamond and Lau had to give a trick to dummy's {K, 

Chun's eighth for +110. 

 

Wan opened 2NT on the flat 19-count and Chiu 

transferred to hearts then left him in 3]. The lead 

was the ten of clubs, ducked to Wan's king. He led a 

spade so Mak won the ace and led a second club. Lai 

won the ace and continued with a club to the nine 

and ruff and Mak exited with the nine of diamonds 

to declarer's queen. Wan cashed the ace of hearts, 

dropping the queen, then led a low heart to the jack 

and king. He won the spade return with the king, 

cashed the ]10 and ruffed a spade to get to dummy 

to take the diamond finesse; nine tricks for +140 

and 6 IMPs to Zen. 

 

Board 8. Dealer West. None Vul. 

 

   [ K 9 

   ] J 7 6 5 3 

   { K Q 10 8 7 

   } 5 

 

[ J 10 8 7 3    [ A 5 

] K 2     ] 9 

{ J 5 3 2    { 9 6 4 

} Q 2     } K J 10 9 8 4 3 

 

   [ Q 6 4 2 

   ] A Q 10 8 4 

   { A 

   } A 7 6 

 

 

 

Chun opened 2[ as West and passed the 3} re-

sponse. Lau overcalled but there was no thought of 

slam and Ng just raised to the heart game. There 

was a trick to be lost in each major; 11 tricks for 

+450. 

 

Mak did not have an opening bid in his style so 

passed as dealer and it was Chiu who opened as 

North, 2] being weak with hearts and a minor. Two 

No Trump inquired and 3[ showed top end of the 

range with diamonds. Wan asked for key cards then 

bid the small slam. Again, there was a trick to be 

lost in each major so 6] failed by a trick and that 

was –50 and 11 IMPs to Vincent Li. 

 

West North East South 

Chun Ng Zen Lau 

2[ Pass 3} 3] 

Pass 4] All Pass  

West North East South 

Mak Chiu Lai Wan 

Pass  2] Pass 2NT 

Pass 3[ Pass 4NT 

Pass 5} Pass 6] 

All Pass    
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Board 10. Dealer East. All Vul. 

 

   [ K J 

   ] Q J 3 2 

   { A 10 9 2 

   } Q 9 6 

 

[ 10 8 3     [ A 9 5 

] 7 6      ] A K 4 

{ K 6 5     { Q J 8 7 4 

} 8 7 5 4 2     } A 3 

 

   [ Q 7 6 4 2 

   ] 10 9 8 5 

   { 3 

   } K J 10 

I must say that I prefer Ng's protective 1NT overcall 

to Chiu's take-out double on a hand with only a 

doubleton spade. Zen doubled 1NT and Lau used 

Stayman, just as he had planned to do had the dou-

ble not come in. Ng responded 2] and played there. 

At the other table, Lai redoubled the take-out dou-

ble and got a free 2{ from Mak, enabling him to 

compete to 3{ over the opposing 2]. 

 

Zen led the queen of diamonds against 2]. Ng won 

the ace and played the king of spades. Zen won the 

ace and led a low diamond, ruffed in the dummy. Ng 

led a spade to his jack, ruffed another diamond and 

cashed the [Q, pitching his last diamond. He 

play3ed a trump next and lost just two top hearts 

and the ace of clubs, making nine tricks for +140. 

Wan led the ten of hearts against 3{ and Lai won 

and played two more rounds, ruffing. He next led 

dummy's remaining low diamond and Chiu split his 

ten-nine, a play which was to come back to haunt 

him and which was surely unnecessary. Lai won the 

{J and returned a diamond for the king and ace. He 

won the club return with the ace and exited with a 

club, ruffed the heart return and played ace and an-

other spade and had to make the {Q8 in the ending 

for +110. Had North held the {109 instead of {102, 

the defence would have prevailed. Plus 110 meant 

another 6 IMPs to Vincent Li. 

 

Board 12. Dealer West. N/S Vul. 

 

   [ 8 5 3 

   ] 10 8 6 4 

   { 9 2 

   } 9 8 5 2 

 

[ 10 6      [ J 9 2 

] A 9 2     ] J 5 3 

{ 7 6 5 4 3     { Q J 10 8 

} Q J 3     } A K 4 

      

   [ A KQ 7 4 

   ] K Q 7 

   { A K 

   } 10 7 6 

 

West North East South 

Chun Ng Zen Lau 

- - 1{ Pass 

Pass 1NT Dble 2} 

Pass 2] All Pass  

West North East South 

Mak Chiu Lai Wan 

- - 1{ Pass 

Pass Dble Rdbl 1[ 

2{ Pass Pass 2] 

Pass Pass 3{ All Pass 

West North East South 

Chun Ng Zen Lau 

Pass Pass 1{ Dble 

3{ Pass Pass 3NT 

Pass Pass 4{ Dble 

All Pass    

West North East South 

Mak Chiu Lai Wan 

Pass Pass 1{ Dble 

2{ Pass Pass Dble 

Pass 2] Pass 2NT 

All Pass    
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Mak made only a simple diamond raise over the 

take-out double and there was no temptation for 

East or West to compete any further. Two No 

Trump was cold and, after a diamond lead, was al-

lowed home with an overtrick for +150. 

 

Chun made the more aggressive pre-emptive jump 

raise and when that came round to Lau he took a 

shot at 3NT, figuring that this would need less from 

partner than would a spade game. The defence has 

to discard carefully in 3NT when declarer cashes 

five rounds of spades after a diamond lead but, if 

they are up to the task, the contract can be de-

feated. Zen saved against it, though his 3-3-4-3 dis-

tribution hardly suggested that this would be cheap. 

Lau cashed the king of diamonds to take a look then 

cashed two top spades before switching to the king 

of hearts.  

 

 

 

That proved to be an error, as Zen played well to 

minimise his losses. He won the ace of hearts and 

cashed three rounds of clubs then ruffed the jack of 

spades before playing a second trump and when Lau 

won the ace he was endplayed. That meant that Zen 

had escaped for two down, –300, but the loss of 4 

IMPs was not what he was hoping for when he bid 4

{ in search of a swing. 

 

Vincent Li won the match by 30-12 IMPs, converting 

to 15.15-4.85 VPs. As Zen had feared when he gam-

bled on the final deal, his team was out, finishing 

third in their group behind Vincent Li and Pertamina 

DKI Blue. It would have been no consolation that 

the situation was not recoverable going into that 

final deal. 
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The Champion: 
MAI Rongguang, ZHAO Qiang 

1st Runner-up: 
Sukon HUNG, York KWAN 


